The introduction more than thirty years ago of the term 'impedance' by Mr. Oliver Heaviside has been productive of very great convenience in the theory of alternating currents of electricity. Unfortunately, engineers have not seemed to notice that the idea may be made as useful in mechanics and acoustics as in electricity. In fact, in such apparatus as the telephone one may combine the notions of electrical and mechanical impedance with great advantage. Whenever we have permanent vibrations of a single given frequency, which is here denoted, as usual, by n/27r, the notion of impedance is valuable in replacing all the quantities involved in the reactions of the system by a single complex number. If we follow the convenient practice of denoting an oscillating quantity by eiHt and taking its real part (as introduced by Cauchy) all the derivatives of eint are obtained by multiplication by powers of in, or graphically by advancing the representative vector by the proper number of right angles.
If we have any oscillating system into which a volume of air X periodically enters under an excess pressure p, I propose to define the impedance by the complex ratio Z = p/X. If we call dX/dt = I the current as in electricity, if we followed electrical analogy we should write Z = pI so that the definition as given above makes our impedance lead by a right angle the usual definition. I believe this to be more convenient for our purposes than the usual definition and it need cause no confusion.
If we have a vibrating piston of area S as in the phonometer, we shall refer its motion to the volume St it carries with it and the force acting on, it to the pressure, so that F = Sp. The differential equation of the motion is d2/ d mt2+ K + = F Sp,
we have Z1 = (f -mn2 + iKn) / S2,
where m is the mass, K the damping, f the stiffness. The real part of S2Z, f -mn2, is the uncompensated stiffness, which is positive in a system tuned too high, when the displacement lags behind the force, by an angle between zero and one right angle, negative when the system is tuned too low, when the * This article was read in December 1914 at the meeting of the American Physical Society at Philadelphia, and has been held back because of the continual development of the experimental apparatus described in a previous paper in these PROCEEDINGS.
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where n "I='{(4Vk2\2 V2k6 1
If instead of sending the air out through a hole it goes into a cone or any other horn, we must use for the impedance Z2 that given below, and we arrive at the theory of the phonograph, and are thus able to answer the question as to the function of the horn in persuading the sound to come out of the phonograph when the motion of the diaphragm is given (it is well known that very little sound is emitted by the phonograph or the telephone with the horn taken off, although in the former case the motion of the diaphragm is exactly the same).
The phonometer was formerly arranged with the back of the diaphragm protected from the sound, figure 3. Let P be the external pressure, then, as before, p = Zo(X1 + X2) (9) and in addition, Disregarding phase by taking the modulus and putting k = n/a we have the phone formula for the strength of source.
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dt2 {a dx dx) d2q _ _I dp These results give a fair agreement considering that we have used for the conductivity of the mouth the simple formula c = 0.6 R which is true only for cross-sections infinitesimal compared with the wave-length, whereas in the case of the wooden phonograph horn, the actual radius is nearly one-fourth of the wave-length. A paper on the subject of the impedance of such an end will shortly appear. In the case of an exponential section we have ao = aoe-m d2p dp d2X _ mdX +X It is to be noticed that in none of these cases, except the straight tube, are the different overtones harmonic. Thus, the characteristic tone of the "brass" is not due to the substance, but is entirely a matter of geometry as is shown by the heavy casting in plaster of Paris of a trombone bell used by the writer, the tone of which cannot be distinguished from that of the brass bell. I believe this phenomenon is well known.
Inasmuch as all musical instruments are composed either of resonators combined with strings, bars, plates, and horns, I feel that the above theory, while merely an approximation as to accuracy, will go far toward enabling us to complete the theory of musical instruments. Of course, the actual tones emitted by a brass instrument will depend upon the dynamics of the lips which is reserved for a future paper. It is to be noticed that in none of these cases, except the straight tube, are the different overtones harmonic. Thus, the characteristic tone of the "brass" is not due to the substance, but is entirely a matter of geometry as is shown by the heavy casting in plaster of Paris of a trombone bell used by the writer, the tone of which cannot be distinguished from that of the brass bell. I believe this phenomenon is well known.
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